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HUMBER BRIDGE FULL SC{LE MEASURE CAMPAIGNS T99O.1EI1

JMW Brownjohnr, M BocciolonJ, A C\rami2, M Falco2, A Zasso2
r Earthquake Engineering Research Centre, Univenity of Bristol BSg 1TR UK
now at NTU, Singapore.
2 Dipartimenro di Meccanica, Politecnico di Milaoq pzza L da Vinci 20133 Milano

SUMMARY

The Humber Bridge was the subject of an exlensive monitoring campaign during 1990
and 1991 during which a large body of expcrimental data describing the loading and
response processes was obtained. Some 70 instrumenls were used to measure wind
speed and direction together with displacement, acceleration, rotation and
temperature of the structure. The aim of the ex€icise was to validate mathemalical
modelling of th€ respoDse of long span bridges to wind and to provide a picture of the
relationships betweeu the loading and response p:uamete$.

A full description of the instrumentation and monitoring arrangements is given
together with some example results,
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HUMBER BRIDGE FULL SC{LE MEASURE CAMPAIGNS T990.1997

JMW Brownjohnl, M Bocciolone2, A Curami2, M F"l"o2. A Z".ro2
r Earthquake Engineering Research Centre, University of Bristol BSg 1TR UIq
now at NTU, Singapore.
2 Dipartimento di Meccanica, Politecnico di Milano, pzza L da Mnci 20133 Milano

r INTRODUCTION

Reliable predictions of the dynamic and aeroelastic behaviour of flexible strucrures
such as long span bridges are of great interest due to the severe wind induced
vibrations that may arise in such structures not properly designed aerodynamically.
Different approaches are used and the mosr satisfacrory method of analysis is still the
subject of research. Ir is vital that data from full-scale tests are available ro valiAate
and calibnte such anal].tical models.

Although there are several examples of tests on long span bridgesl{ such tests have
usually been performed with rumbers of transducers and duration ofmonitoring both
too limit€d to provide the adequate resolution, accuracy, reliability and statistical
consistency of data. The closest parallels to the monitoring of a suspension bridge
described here have used the Deer Isle BridgeT and the Ohnaruto Bridget as their
subjects.

The partiolar aim of these measurements was to provide sufficient data to validate
modelling9 of the wind-induced response of a 3krnmain span suspension bridge and
were made for Stretto di Messina SpA by Politecnico di Milano, the University of
Bristol and ISMES Sp,A, who enjoyed the complete cooperation of the Humber
Bridge Board (HBB).

This paper conc€ntrates on providing a comprehensive description of the
measurement programme and instrumentation arrangements, followed by examples
of the results obtained and correlations observed.

2 THE HUMBER BRJDGE: STRUCTURE AND EN}'IRoNMENT

The Humber Bridge (Fig. 1) was chosen for comparison of protot).pe response with
analytical predictions for a number of reasons. It was the world's longesr span
operating at the rime, the deck has a srreamlined shape with well definable
aerodynamic characteristics, the site location is rather windy in winter and spring and
the bridge itselfhas already been subject of numerous analytical studies, model tests
and full-scale tests.
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2.1 Descriptiotr ofthe siae

The mcasuring campaigns were intended to iNestigate the aeroelastic behaviour of
the bridge correlated to the wind structure, which is influenc€d by the site topogaphic
and climatic features.

The Humber Bridge crosses the estuary of the River Humber 50 Km ftom the coar!
and coDnects the towns of Barton and Hessle ou the South and Nonh sides of the river.
The site topography is dominated by rhe long Humber Estuary, surounded by flat
land on thc South and small hills on the Nortb-West side, as shown in Fig. 2.

22 'lypical macro and micro meaeorologr rt lhe siae

Being in the tcoperate latitudes of the Nortberu Hemisphere, the prevailing winds
in the United Kingdom are the Westerlies which'occur in sequences of ryclonei as a
result of geostrophic effecsl0. The cyclones tend to be deeper and to uack further
South in winter months leading to stronger winds aod uDsettlcd wet weather. The
sequences of qiclones are interrupted by contircntal anticyclonas witb light winds,
clear skies and low temperatures. In warm sumrner periods with generally light winds,
cooling light (Easterly) sea breezes are not uncommon on the East coasl

In general tbe Western and Northem parts of the UK expcrience the strongest winds
with tbe East being panly shettered from W€sterly winds. Tbe spine of Pennine hills,
and th€ Peak District to the South West shelter Humbersidc from Westerly winds
which are lhus gencrally reduced in magdtudc compafed with orher parts of the UK
Oq the other hand, anticyclonic Easterly winds blowing in from the cold land masses
of Eastem Europe are generally most severe on the low-lying East coast of the UK

The most signilicant winds experieuced during the monitoriry ex€rcise were of thesc
two types. Figs. 34b show distributions of measured wiud speeds against horiz4ntal
wind angle for both monitoring periods.

The severe stonns of 26 January and 25 February 1990 when winds grxting to 48m/sec
were recorded loca.lly occurred just before the mcasurements began but, as sbown in
Fig, 3, the monitoring p€riod was characrerized by quite strong winds. The stroDgest
Westerly winds reached almost 2smlsec, Fasterly winds peaked at 18ny's€c (both
values are 5l2-second averages) and with a good variety of directions aDd turbulent
intensities tl|c data record€d are satisfactory for tbe understanding of thc aeroelastic
b€haviour of the bridge,

The response of a structu.e depends not just on horizotrtal wind speed and direction
but on turbulent intensity I of horizontal (incident) wind, vertical and lateral
turbulence and spatial correlatioD. Westerly flows that arrivc aqoss the hills ofcentnl
Engatrd are appear to be more turbulent thatr Easterly witds or sea breez€s arivitrg
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across flat land and water. Measured f is increased for Nortberly winds as shown in
Fig.3c,d fora close to 27tr, although this may be due in part to structural interference
(tower wake).

23 Description ofthe bridge

After the Severnll and Bosporusr2 bridges the Humber Bridgel3 , opened to t.affi"
in 1981, is the third in a series of long span suspension bridges sharing imporrant
features such as streamlined low dmg closcd box-girder decks, flexible towers and
inclined hangers. With low seismicity, Humber has concret€ towers, while the side
spans are unequal lengths, with the much longer Barton side span to the south.

The bridge accommodates dual twolane carriageways with footpatvcycle tracks wide
enough for maintenance and road vehicle access, giving a total width of 28.5m far a
4.5m depth. The bridge was built to design requirements of the time including capacity
for a 1801vehicle and resistance to winds of 47ny'sec on the deck and up to 66n/sec
at the top of the towers.

The box deck is composed of 18.1m long prefabricated sections each having four
equi-spaced bulkheads to improve torsional stiffness, and longitudinal stringers
stiffening the roadwayplate. Short, widened end box-sections interface to the A-ftame
rockers which prevent vertical and lateral movement at the towers and tbe DEMAG
roller bearings which provide roadway continuity. Access insid€ the deck is possible
from doorways at the end ofeach span and through inspection portholes in the upper
surface. A manway allows passage between sections, and mains power, lighting and
cable trunking is available inside. Great care is taken by HBB to keep the box-deck
interior dry to prevent corrosion.

Access inside the towers is possiblc from foundation (pier) level, roadway level and
deck level with elevators from pier level through upper ponal level and ladder access
to the tower tips and cable saddles.

One pair of inclined hangers per box section on each side connects the deck to the
main cables via hinged socketsi the shoner cables in the central pan ofthe main span
attach to the deck singly via doubly hinged sockets.

2,4 Studies on the Humber Bridge

Humber has been the subject ofquite a number of engineering studies:

l) Wind tunnel studies

Prior to construction, wind tunnel studiesl4 were undenaken by National Physical
[.aboratory (now British Maritime Technologr) to determine, for a number ofpossible
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designs, wind speeds for wind-excited oscillatioDs of tbe suspended structure aDd
time-average wind loads otr the suspended structure and towers, As part ofthe preseot
study a series of testsls were conducted using the wind tunnel of Salvi SpA in Milan
to determine the aerodj'namic coefticients of the as-built Humber deck sectioD.

2) A.tralytical

Apart from any simulations at the design stage, analytical studies have been
undertaken by the Univenity of Bristol as part of a programme of work on the effect
of significant separation of thc suppon poins (towers, anchorages) on the respoDsc
of long span bridges to travelling earthquake wavesl6. Mathematical modelling
undertaken by Politecnico di Milano has used the data obtained from the monitoring
exercise for system identificatiol of the aerodynamic coefticients of the deckrT and
for simulation of the traftic effectsl8.

3) Field tesls

A complete modal survey of the Humber Bridge was undertaken by the University of
Bristol Earthquake Engineering Research Centre (EERC) over a two week period in
198519, during which a comprehensive description of the modal characteristics of the
bridge was obtained in the form of natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping
ratios for over a hundred modes in the main and side spans and two towers. Some
information on the relatioDship of wind speed and response was also obtained. A
para[el studJfl by the Building Research Establishnent (BRE) used a large number
of accelerometers monitoring over longer periods. EERC retumed to tbe Bridge itr
1986 to obtain wind data to be used as part of a Camdian investigation2l and BRE
retum€d to the Bridge in l98Ez b funher investigate the response of the bridge to
wind.

4) Prcselt study

The present series of studies begun in 1989 with a pilot studf using an optical
displac€ment measureme system to test out the syslem and to determinc the level
of wind-irduced displacements of such a long span bridge.

Tbe subject of this paper is the experimental aspect of tbe two monitoring exercises
of 1990 aod 1991. The EERC paris of these exercises bave been reponed*r and
some data, information and results have also been published, with a brief overvief?
of tbe 1990 exercise, a description of the wind climate and its mathematical
representationz and system identification of the aerodynasric coefficientslT. The two
optical displacement measurement systems employed in the 1990 monitoring have
also beeu described in detail29$
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As well as the global behaviour ofthe bridge, wind-induced oscillations ofthe hangers
have aroused some interest and these are reponed elsewhere3lS2.

Despite all these studies there are still gaps and uncertainties ilt the utderstanding of
the mechanisms of response, particularly at high wind speeds, and there is certainly
justification for fu rther long-term monitoring activities33.

3 OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the measurements described here was to collect an exhaustive set of
data on the wind characleristics and the correlated bridge dynamics, together with
other significant information such as traffic induced vibrations and loads, wind and
rain induced vibrations of hangers and static and thermal loads on the stmcture. ln
order to have a clear understanding of the response and a good correlation with the
wind information (speed, direction, turbulence, integral scale) it was necessaf to
provide a rather complex set up of instrumentation and monito ng equipment with
many transducers. In order to obtain data for strong wind conditions and have a
statistically reliable dam set it was necessary to monitor the bridge for several months.
A continuous supeNision was also needed during much ofthe monitoring due to the
complexity of the system and the heary weather conditions in which the optical and
willd transducers had to operate.

4 MONITORING PROGRAMME

In phase one ofthe monitoring from early March to late May 1990, data ftom between
60 and 70 channels of instruments were recorded. The data recorded included
displacement data obtained from the two different optical systems29j0.

In phase two, from February to June 1991, a reduced configuration of 16-20 channels
was targeted on key r€sponse parameters identified from analysis ofthe phase 1 data
and a study of hanger vibrations was made3l.

Both phases of monitoring were aimed to stan as early as possible in the year.

5 INSTRUMENTATION:I-AYOUT

Fig.4a shows the disposition of monitoring equipment and facilities along the span of
th€ bridge and Fig.4b uses a representative section to illustrate typical instrument
locations.

5.1 Objectives

With the aim of describing the spatial and temporal character of the loading and
response in the appropriate detail itwas necessaryto arrange for appropriate location
of transducers and to provide for reliable and capacious data acquisition systerns
operating at optimal sampling rates. Sufficielt measurement positions were used to
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characterise the loading and response over the entire main span and the data sampling
rate was set to capture the significant frequency range ofload and r€sponse.

< t Control room

The interior of the deck provides a clean and sheltered environment for setting up
electrical equipment and so lhe control station was situated in the first main box
section of the main span adjacent to the Hessle tower ('C'in Fig. 4).

53 Strate$/ for qTe and location ofinstruments

l-ocations for the instruments were chosen broadly on the following basis:

For the wind measurements it was necessary to record wind conditions in minimally
disturbed flow and to characterise the coherence of wind. To do this, combinations of
cup anemometers and vanes mounted with ares either vertical or longitudinal were
installed on lamp-posts 10m above the centreline ofthe roadway with spacing along
the deck ranging from 36m to 1300m. In addition instruments were installed at the
top of a tower and on a leading edge ofthe deck.

The bulk of the response measurements were to be made by servo accelerometers
arranged to measure vertical and horizontal acceleration and by inclinometers
measuring rotation. These devices were ananged in the deck and towers to provide
adequate spatial resolution of the lowest vertical, torsional and lateral deck vibration
modes, without locating them at Dodes ofthe principal vibration mode shapes.

Optical systemswere installed to record venical and lateral displacement at two points
on the main span so that the quasi-static or sub-modal response ofthe deck could be
determined.

Since the hang€rs ofthe bridge are known to vibrate with significant amplitudes under
cenain conditions of wind and precipitation3rr2, instrumentation was installed on
selected hangers.

Tiansducers to measure relative displacem€nt at deck bearings, temperature of main
cables and wind pressure were also installed.

5.4 Cabling and power supply

With instruments located throughout the main span and the adjacent Hessle tower it
was necessary to run 35km of instrument cable along the trunking from the control
room to the locations in the deck and tower closest to the chosen m€asurement
positions or 'sections'. The signal cables were terminated in junction boxes in the
control room and the sections.
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While the power supply in the bridge is known to be quite reliable, to guard agrinrl
power disruption a 1200VA unintenuptible powcr supply (UpS) was installed, with
power supplies for equipment i! the conuol room, througb the deck and in the rowers
routed through this. In order to prevent ground loops two-cor€ shielded instrumelt
cable was used throughout with eanh connections for all signals tied to a single earth
post i.o the control room at the UPS outlet, together with all power supply earths.

55 Sccaions, trrtrsducers locrtions ard codes

The as-built arrangemeut for the instrumentatioo is shown in Fig. 4 and Tabte 1. A
scheme of coding dcsignating scction number, inslrument type, disposition within the
section and orientation was devised, as shown in lbble 1. Many of the anemometers
and vanes were located on lamp-posts and the section positions were revised slightly
to align them with laop posts acccssible from inlide the deck.

6 INSTRUMENTATION:TRANSDUCERS

All of the iDstruments described in the previous section were used in phase 1, and a
subset of these plus three extra instrumeDts were used in phasc 2. Except wh€re
mentioned all of the instrumentation was installed bv Politecnico di Mitano.

6.1 Wild speed end dtrcclion

Three t'?es ofscnsor were used:

1) Danjay Designs TWSZX combined anemometer and vane direction sersor

As determined by step response measurementsy tbe leugth constant for this model
of 3-c'up anemometer is approximately 1.4m giving a-3dB point of l.lHz in a lordsec
mean wind, although the analog output is of 1-second mean values intemally sampled
at ltlz (bence good frequency response with a sharp cutof0- This unit was installed
by EERC on a lamppost at a beigbt of 6m above the roadway.

2) Brookes & Gatehouse Ltd (B&G) type 152 qrp anemom€ters and 0?e 211
wind vanes.

These were sited at several positions on the deck and tower placed to measure
horizoqtal wind speed and dircction in vertical (angle of attack) and horizontal
(compass bearing) directions. Fig, 5a shows an anemometer and pair of vanes installed
on a crntre span lamp-post. The anemometer step responsc has also been determined
giving a length coEtant of 2.25m giving a -3dB point of 0.7H2 at 10ry'sec (with
continuous output hetrce smootb attenuation characteristic).
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3) Pitot tube and dynamometer winglet

This unusual instrument ('the bird', Fig. 5b) was designed and built by politecnico di
Milano and consists ofa rectangularaerofoil coplanarwitb the longitudinal and lateml
axes ofthe deck. The wing was free to weatber-vane about a venical axis driven by is
tail to align the pitot tube with the wind llow. The pitot tube on the body connected
to a Schaevitz P-3000 differential pressure transducer provides a dynamic pressure
signal (for determining wind speed) and the aerofoil attached to the body via a load
cell generates a signal proportional to the lifl force on the aerofoil. The characteristics
for the aerofoil(lift coefficient versus angle ofattack) were obtained from wind tunnel
testing so that given the two signals for wind speed and lift force the angle of attack
of the wind relative ro rhe deck could be determined. Also, the bird was used to
evaluate the averaged effects ofthe vertical turbulence on a wingJike object in older
to obtain indirectly an estimate ofthe averaged low frequenryvertical turbulence over
a 1m span wing.

62 Acceleraaion

Apart from devices attached to the hangers, sensors were deployed in the main
structure to detect motion ftom DC (0tlz) through the range of wind induced
resDonse:

Vertical

Tbese were Sundstrand model 305b acccl€rometers with Sundstrand model 515b
servo amplifiers, placed as shown in Fig.4 to measure vertical acceleration in the deck
and longitudinal or lateral acceleration in the tower.

2) HorizontaVrotational

Sensorex model 41200 inclinometers were used at sections 4, 8 and 9 while Columbia
model SI-7018 inclinometers were used at sections 11 and 13. The original aim of
using inclinometers was to give a signal representing rotation of the deck about the
longitudinal axis, but this signal was swamlted by the dynamic lateral acceleration3o
which this t,?e of instrument has previously been used to measurelg. Even so, tne
mean value of the inclinometer signal could still be interpreted as a static torsional
disDlacement or twist.

63 Deck displacernents

Two separate optical systems were used to
translational displacements of the main span
measure longitudinal displacements:

measure the lateral and vertical
and potentiometers were used to
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1) Optometers29

These devices were originally developed by ISMES for measuring deflections of
buildings and transmission cables. They use a CCD (charge coupled devic€) array to
detect sbarp conbasts in images of rhe moving targets. In this case the targets were
two vertical sodium tubes (for horizontal displacements) and two large rectangutar
white boards with a single horimntal black strip (for vertica.l displacement). Oue
target ofeach qpe was fixed to each of the two deck service gantries at the cente and
quarter spatr positioDs.

Thc optometers themselves used 2m focal length reflecting telescopes to foc-us the
images, and the displacement signals were available in real time in digitat or analog
form. '

The optometerswere finally installed some time afler rhe start ofthe monitoring.The
main difficulty in their use aros€ due to unexpectedly large venical drift of the deck
which sometimes led to the edges of the vertical lamps and the entire horizontal strip
moving out of the lens field of view, consequently there are gaps in the informatioD
from the optomelers measuring the (respective) vertical and horizontal
displacements. Problems also arose due to poor image quality during sunrise, sunset
and fogsr weather.

2' Vision systemr

A 'vision system' developed by EERC for tracking of multiple visual targets at video
frame rate (25tlz) was used to add to and corroborate the optometer data Tbe video
source employed at Humber was a 1.6m focal length leDs \yith a CCD video camera
attached and sighted on a 400mm roundel target located adjacent to the oprometer
target (Fig. 6a). The vision system uses tralsputer rnicroprocessors to grab images
from a video source and run algorithms in parallel to locate the position in the image
where tbe best match to a stored t€mplate image is obtained. Thc same algorithms
use data o; past target trajectories to anticipate rhe subsequent motion and rmprove
the system capability.

The video system was operated during ocrasional site visits by EERC staff as an
exercise separate to (but conc1lrlent and syrchronised with) tbe other forms of
acquisition.

3) Deck longitudinal displacements

Relative displacement between the main span and each of the towers was measured
by means of Cclesco model Pf101 pull-wire poteotiometers. The units were attached
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between a handrail on the lower portal level and the access door, approximately
Iocated on the deck centreline. Only one transducer was irutalled in phase 1.

6,4 Main cable temperature

Solid state temperature sellsors (t)?e LM35DZ) were attached either side of the East
main cable at its lowest position, at centre span. The transducers provide a Voltage
signal proportional to temperatures above fC.

6,5 Hanger monitoring

Tiansducers were attached to hanger cables to measure wind and traffic induced
vibrations.

1) Bending transducers

Bentley Nevada series 7200 proxim€ters (non-contacting displacement tnnsducers)
w€re installed to measure the b€nding ofthe hang€rs relative to the hanger socket in
the transverse and longitudinal plane.

2) Accelerationtransducers

Vibro-Meter series 500 piezoelectric accelerometen were attached to the hangers
close to the sockets, also to measure in laterat and lonsitudinal directions.

3) Sewo accelerometers

Sundstrand acceleromete$ were used in a one-off series of measurements 

 

on the
hangers to determine their modal charactedstics and to calibmte the p€rmanently
installed proximeters and piezo accelerometers.

6.6 Calibration

For steady winds the B&G cup anemometers were calibrated in the pininfarina

('Ibrino) wind tunnel and the Danjay unit was calibrated in the Univercity of Bristol
Aerospace Engineering Department open s€ction tunnel. Weather vanes were atso
calibrated for static and (for B&G unirs) dynamic responseJs.

The optical displacement measurementsystems were calibrated using thegeometrical
configurations oflensesand target2gJo and against each other. The EERC systemwas
also checked against a known target sizes. The Celesco potentiometers were
calibrated against a metre rule and the proximeters were calibrated using thickness
gauges.
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The servo accelcrometers  were ca l ibrated against  grav i ty  and the
piezo-accelcrometers were calibrated against servo-acceleromete$.

Signal cooditioning and data acquisition equipmcnt was calibrated with test signals.
Only the temperature gauges were not calibrated.

7 INSIRUMENTATION: SIGNAL CONDTTIONING, ACeUISTTION ANDSTORAGE

7.1 Overview

All the signals (except those from the video camera) were available in terminalion
panels in the control room and were available to differentsystems ofanalog and digital
acquisition installed by Polirecnico di Milano and EERC.

Fig. 7 is a simplified block diagram of the signal.conditioning and data acquisition
arrangemenls. The subsequent section give details of the hardware and
intercomections used in ohases 1 ands 2.

Phase 1

All the instrumetrtation described in $e previous section was installed during this
phase with all but a few specifrc signals (Danjay wind sensors and vision sysrem)
acquired by the Politecnim di Milano equipment in the form of digital and analog
signals- Sustained acquisition for a maximum of several houn was possible without
manual changing of analog or digital srorage media.

A digital data acquisition system was installed by EERC to monitor only eight signals
but with sustained acquisition for a maximum of24 days.

2) Phase2

Only 20 transduce$ were installed, 16 of which were monitored continuously by the
EERC digital system for sustained periods of up to 20 days. Analog recordings of a
few hours duration were also made, triggered by high winds or large vibrations.

72 Digital data acquisition syslems

Digital data acquisition was used in both phases, with two systems operating in phase
1 and only one of these operating in phase 2.

1) Computers, analog to digital conversion (ADC) and storage

The Politecnico di Milano system comprised a Hp385?11 analog to digital converte.
(ADC) controlled bya HP300 computer and set tosample signals at 6Hz per channel.
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The HP3852 was arranged to monitor up to 68 chaDnels, but a maximum number of
62 channels was finally used.

ln order to record wind and response parameters relating to as many variations of
wind conditions as possible, the HP300 was programmed to record data acquired via
the HP3852 on a selective basis according to wind speed and compass bearing
averaged over a lGminute period (Fig. 8). For example if after storing data for a 10
minute period on HP9153 hard disk and computing mean direction ard wind speed,
these values corresponded to a sector for which no data had been recorded, the
10-minute complete data set would be recorded on tape via the Hp9144 tape drive.
To use up spare tape for speed,/angle sectors not ereerienced, extra datacorresponding
to sectors representing higb wind speeds would be recorded temporarily, being
overwritten if data appropriate to the sectors became available. As an alternarive,
during periods of strong wind the full capacity of a tape was used to store complere
3v2-hour time histories.

The EERC system comprised a Toshiba T5200 computer fitted with a DataTianslation
DT2821 16 channel ADC and a SCSI irterface for a Panasonic LF5010E wrire once
read many (WORM) optical disk drive. Eight channels were monitored in phase 1,
sixteen in phase 2. The data acquisition was set to acquire at a sample rate of8Hzp€r
channels continuously over periods of up to 24 days, according to the 0.45cByte
capacity per side of the WORM disk.

2) Sampling rate and anti-alias filteriDg

The sampling rates set the maximum data bandwidth (balf the sampling mte) and low
pass filters were used where appropriate to prevent aliasing, necessarily reducing the
data bandwidth somewhat below half the samplitg rate. In fact sampling rates and
filter settings were chosen to preserve data in the range o-lHz at least, which
corresponds to th€ useful range of wind induced respoDse of the deck and towers.
Because the bandwidth ofinterest for hanger vibrations is G1oHz these signals could
not be digitised and rhe unliltered signals were recorded only on FM analog rape.

All signals digitised by the EERC compurer were filtered using 4-pole Butrerworth
fow pass active filter modules with a -3dB point of l.06Hz for ph ase I and 2.34H2 for
phase 2- Accelerometer signals wbich included the significant accelerations above
2Hz due to traffic were doubly filtered (8-pole) with intermediate xl0 amplification.
All filters were fitted with differential inputs to preserve the single point grounding
requlrem€nt.

Of the signals digitised by the HP3852, the seryo-accelerometer, inclinomerer,
optometer and winglet signalswe.e low pass filtered, at a range offrequencies. Signals
fiom the anemometers and \Mind vanes were not filtered, trusting in the low pass
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characteristics of the bstruments and tbe low noise over a strong signal. Temperature
ard Celesco signals were not filtered due to their low noise and low frequency,

73 Analog recorders

Analog recorders were used in both phases. In phas€ oDe a TEAC XR5Ofi) was used
to record 26 signals, 10 ofthese on FM channels, 16 of these on apair of eight_channel
pulse code modulated (PCM) channels with reduced bardwidth,In normal use these
channels were used to record a representative selectiotr of the 68 signals monitored
by the HP300 while on occasion hanger signals were substituted for deck response
signals.

In phase 2 all 20 channels of wind and acceleration dara were recorded on FM and
PCM channels. The recorder was set to trigger recording when wind speed exceeJled
a preset level (lsny'sec).

In addition to the TEAC, a Racal Store 4DS four channel FM recorder was used to
record four channels of hanger accel€ration signals, representing two orthogonal
directions of motion on two hangers. The recordet was triggered when the RMS
acceleration ofthe bangers exceeded a preset level,

The TEAC recorded data on VHS video tape at a rate of l2inch,/second giving a
duration of 7 hours and a 313H2 bandwidth on FM and gtlz bandwidth with pCM.
The Racal was run at o.9375incvsecond giving a duration of over 7 hours and a
bandwidth of 600H2.

The video signals frorn the vision systcm were recorded on l-hour U-matic
professional quality video tapes.

6 ORGANISATION OF ANALYSIS OF ACQUIRED DATA

The recorded data comprised time histories in digiral or analog form (which could be
digitised in the laboratory). These time histories were used directlv for validation of
the time-history computationsg, for system identi{icarioD of modal and aerodynamic
parameters^' or fo. identification of co[elations between load and resoonse.
Examples ofindividual time histories are given in a subsequent section.

In the first two applications a relatively small amount ofrhe data was used;in the lhird
application all of the data were used in a systematic analysis and search for
correlations.

In order to dedve these correlations the recorded time histories were converted to
engineering units and compressed as summaries ofstatistical properties (o'rr etc.) over
512 or 600 second segm€nts for data processed by EERC and politecnico di Milano
resDectivelv.
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Duc maioly to aeroelastic effecb, modal parameters are affected by the wind speed
and turbulences. Digital Fourier transforms (FFR) for segrrenb with similar wind
speed, ang€ and/or turbulent intensity were averaged so that reliable estinates of
moda.l parameters corresponding to the different conditions could be derived aad
hends established.

The data collected by EERC alone represents 3jcBytes of disk storage. Special
software was written in the ASYST language to proc€ss and organisc the data as
described above.

9 DATA ANALYSIS: TYPICAL RESULTS

The data obtained during the monitoring cootinues to be analysed and in a limited
space it is possible oDly to show some of the more interesting relationships between
the loading and response parameters.

The conventions used for the loading and response paramcters as shown in this paper
are illustrated in Fig. 1. 0 is the angle in the horizontal plane between tbe wind and a
perpendic'ular ro the deck and inqeases in the sense of a compass bearing from f for
a wind just Nonh of East (due North is -85.5'). V is the wind speed signal from a cup
anemometer atrd a is the angle of attack of the wind as sensed by a wind vane which
rotates about a 6xed longitudinal axis.

9.1 Wind cotrditions

Tbe wind conditions during phase t have been described in detail elsewherea. Fig. 3
shows distribution of wind speeds during phases 1 and I which showed similar ranges
of wind speed. There were similar declines in cxtreme values as summer approached.
Tbe strongest winds (maximum gusts 3om/seg 5 l2-second averages up to 245nVsec)
were from the West.

Thc variation of normalised wind power spectrum according to the wind direction witl
affecr relatiooships between respo[se and mea.u wind. Although information about
the shape of the wind power spectrum is lost, turbulcnt i[tensity values 1 as showq iu
Fig. 3c,d help to show the dircctional effect. For both phases the dominant winds in
the South Wcst quadrant have .I ranging around 3-117o, but North winds appear to be
more turbuleDt in phase 2 measurements (Fig. 3c). In phase 1 the DaDjay alremometer
was 29Om from the South tower and providing irformation up to lflz while for phase
2 measurements (Fig. 3d) the B&G anemometer was l80m ftom the North tower and
with gradual filtering up to the 4flz Nyquist frequency. The proponion of extra eners/
fuom 14Hz is not great so the higher turbulence measured by tlre B&G may be
cxplained by the locd flow dishnrbancc bv the tower.
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92 Correlations established ftom 1990 dstr

Displacement response from DC to sub-modal frequencies is the combination of
effects of wind, temperatuc and trafnc loading. Modal response is due to wind and
traffic with wind effects decreasing and uaffic effects itrcreasing with frequcucy.

Fig. 9 shows lime histories of deck displacement in a stong wind on a weekend,
obtained using the vision system. Fig. 10 shows correlation of 64-second average
values of lateral and vertical deck displacement at mid span witb wind speed, also from
the vision system. Using the parabolic form of this data ard a validated aDalltical
model of the bridger9, estimates of drag and lift coefficient can be obtaineds. A
moment coefficient can be derivcd from static rotation dat&

The wind speed values plotted as the abscissae in Fig. l0 are the component of the
wind speed normal to the deck, giveu by Vcosa, taking negative values for
9f > d > 27tr i.e. mosdy Easterly winds.

Fig. 11 shows diurnal variations of deck verticd and longitudinal displacement and
main cable temperature at mid spall' showing that temperature is in many cases the
dominant effect. As tcmperature rises and the main cables expand, the deck drops
and the span ends move towards the towels. Fig. 12 shows the geometric effect as the
correlalion of mid-span venical deck displacement with longitudinal displacemenl

The static displacements due to a Westerly wind and duc to temperature are
summarised in Fig. 13, with approxiEate coefEcients of the appropriate parablic or
linear relationships with wind speed or temperature.

Fig. 14 shows the vertical displacement witb tbe bridge closed to allow a single 172
tonlle vchicle to cross; thc superposition ofscaled versiou of this cbaracteristic during
periods of heavy goods vehicle traffic complicatcs interpretatiotr of vertical
displacement data. The displac€ments shown were measured using an optometer.

Using traffic data provided by HBB operations, Fig. 15 shows bow RMS of vertical
displaceEent at midspan (Fig. 15b) relates to the number of vehicles crossirg the
bridge pcr hour (Fig. 15a). There are clear peak in the morning and evening rush
hour periods and minimal response between l@m and 5am. Fig. 15c is an example
of an averaged FFT of veniczl deck accelcration response up to 50Hz showing that
response is usually dominated by trafric efrects. These effccis occ,ur at frequencies
which depcnd on thc vibration chancteristics of the spru.og and uruprung vchicle
massesrt and are filtcred out before digitising wind induced response in the &1Hz
range, Even so, vehic'ular traffic clearly has a strong inlluence on static displacement
response and produces similar levels of dynamic modal rcsporxe to the very low
frequency gusting of the wind up to l0ny'sec. Tlre clearest demonstrations of wind
induced resporue derive from periods of low traffic (at weekends and in the small
hours of the night).
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93 Further observations from 1E)1data

Some understanding of the effect ofvariable wind conditions can bejudged from data
obtained during a weekend in March 1991. Duringaperiod from 17.30on the Saturday
afternoon to 06.00 on th€ next (Sunday) moming the wind speed increased from
8ny's€c to 24r sec and dropped back to 12ny'sec while the direction changed frorn
approximately West of South ( < 18f) to South of West ( > 9f). The deck response is
almost entirelydue to wind, there b€ing typically minimal trafficduring this period of
a weekend. Figs. 16-19 show the wind and response data for this period, in each case
the ordinates are 512 second average values.

Fig. 16 shows the variation of a) speed, b) direction, c) normal component, d) angle
of atuck and e),{ during this pcriod.I and vertical angle ofattack both reduce as the
wind veers from South to Wesr, although since. the horizontal axis of the v_ane
measuring vertical angle has a flued alignmert along the longitudinal (N-S) axis ofthe
bridge the values ofa for o close to 9f are dubious.

Fig. 17 shows the variation of lotgitudinal displacement of the deck away from the
towers during this period. Referring to Figs. 114 12 and 16a-c, the displacement is the
combination of several effects:

1) as the deck cools the cables contract, the deck hogs and the ends move together.
as th€ wind increases the negative lift increases, the deck sags and the ends
move apart
a wind comPonent from the South along the deck pushes it towards Hessle.

Before midnight (24.00 hours) the contraction of the cable as it cools, the increasing
negative lift force on the deck as the wind increases and the reducing Soutberly wind
veclor sum to a llet zero effect at the Barton end of the span with a slight movement
away from the Hessle lower. After midnight (24.00 hours) the effect of 3) is minimal
and the effects of 1 and 2 (when the wind decreases and the deck continues to cool)
are additive.

Static torsional response ofthe deck is quite easily obtained from inclinometers and
is not significantly affccted by tcmperature or traflic. The relationship between wind
speed and static deck rotation is clear from Fig. 18a (time hisrory) and Fig. lgb
(conelation with Vcog).

It is generally assumed that the response of a bluff body in an incident wind is
dependent on the vector Vcos, rather than V Fig. 18 shows how this applies to static
torsional response but this does not seem to be the case for amplitude of dynamic
accele.ation response of venical mode V1 (0.125H2), as shoum in Fig. 19a. Fig. l9b
shows mode Vl response against absolute wind speed V showing a clearer
relatiouhip. The difference between the relationships shown in Fig. 18 and 19 is
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probably because the dynamic response also depends on the turbulence (Fig. 16e),
which decreases as the wind veers, offsetting the effect ofincreasing normal wind. The
varying angle of attack (Fig. 16d) also changes and this may affect the response in
different ways.

9.4 Aeroelasaicelfects

The aero€lastic effects have been fully described elsewhererT. Fig. 20 ,ho*. un
example of how modal amplitude, frequencl and damping are affected by wind speed;
the frequency of mode T1 at about 0.31H2 has been reduced and half-power
bandwidth (proponional to damping) increased for the higher wind speed. Mode Vl
shows a very much more pronounced dependence of measured damping on wind
speed together with an increase in frequency with wind speed.

IO PRACTICALDIFFICULTIES

Despite the complexity ofthe monitoring campaigns and the numerous organisations
involved, few serious problems were encountered.

Both optical systems were new to this application and had limitations. The EERC
vision system was a prototype and was only able to operate during visits of EERC
personnel. Some data (less thar 20%) was lost due to poor visibility (summer haze).
For the optometen the field of view was less than the excursion of the deck resulting
in intermittent data losses and occasional re-adjustments to alignment. Both systems
have benefited from experience in tbe field and are being refined with optimised
targets and self-adjusting light thresholds (optometers) or more robust algorithms and
hardware (vision system).

Because oflogistical problems both monitoring exercise staned relatively late in the
winter cycle so thatsome useful data relating to extreme load and response was missed.

While the data obtained are sufficient for the original aim of calibrating a
mathematical model the majority of the data derive from Westerly winds, leaving
'gaps' in the data for other conditions. Obtaining reliable relationships between
loading and response parameter requires large amounts of data over rhe widest
possible range of the parameteri yet with a number of factors such as wind speed,
compass bearing, turbulent intensity, temperature, traffic load etc. influencing the
response, finding periods where most ofthe parameters have similar or minimal effect
greatly reduces the number ofdata points defining the relarionship.

rl coNcLUsIoNs

The measurement campaigns have provided a la.ge body of data describing the
response ofthe bridge. The data has made it possible to understand the nature ofthe
quasi-static and modal behaviour of the bridge. Interpretation of the modal data
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according to wind conditions has shown that the modal parameters for lower modes
are strongly influenced bywind. Many ofthe relationships that have beendenved are
to be expected. Some ofthe not so obvious or surprising relationships are:

1) Tiaffic load is broadband dynamic excitation process and even for the lowest modes
ofvibration induces a level of response sirnilar to that caused by winds up to l0m/sec.

2) The modal parameters (amplitude, natural frequency and damping ratio) for the
lowest lateral, vertical and torsional modes are strongly affected by wind speed.

3) There are many loading parameters varying at any time and in order to deline a
reliable correlation of a response parameter with a single loading parameter it is
nccessary thar all orher loading parameters are kept constant (or limited in range).
Even with many months of original data the proportion having so many parameters
all in limited ranges will become vanishingly small and so some assumptlons and
compromises have to be made if any data is to be left.
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Fig. 5a Iostallation of cup anemom€ter and vanes on lamP post

Fig.5b Pitot tube and winglet (the bird')
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Fig. 6a Optometer leNes at base of Hessle tower (vision system lells removed)

Servic€ gantries carrying borizontal, vertical optometer targets
at quarter, mid span and vision system target at midspan
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